Ge profile refrigerator parts diagram

GE is famous for its appliances, including its refrigerators. GE refrigerators range from basic
top-mount models to sophisticated French door models with advanced features such as
hot-water dispensers and door-in-door designs. If your GE refrigerator stops cooling, depend
on Sears PartsDirect to have the repair parts you need to fix the problem. Won't run. If the
refrigerator has electrical powerâ€”the inside light turns onâ€”but the compressor won't run,
possible causes include a failed control board, a wiring problem or a failed compressor. A failed
compressor start relay also keeps the compressor from running. Follow the tips in our
troubleshooting compressor problems video to figure out the problem with your GE refrigerator.
Not cooling well. When the refrigerator's not cold enough, first check whether containers are
blocking air flow at the vents; the owner's manual typically shows where the vents are. High
refrigerator temperatures are also caused by a control system problem, a failure in the air
control damper, low refrigerant charge or other malfunctions. Ice maker not making ice. Several
problems can interfere with making iceâ€”the ice maker could be jammed or broken, a dirty
water filter or kinked water line could be blocking water flow, or the water inlet valve could be
clogged or faulty. Check the ice maker for jammed cubes and clear any ice buildup that you
find. Replace any damaged or clogged water system tubing. Water dripping on the floor. It's
common for a refrigerator to drip a little water on the floor after you replace the water filterâ€”air
trapped in the water dispenser system can make the water dispenser drip enough to overflow
the drip tray below the dispenser. You can fix it by streaming a gallon or two of water through
the dispenser to eliminate the trapped air. If water drips on the floor from the back of the
refrigerator, a leaking water inlet valve or cracked water system tubing could be the cause. A
clogged or cracked defrost drain tube could also cause the leak. Defrost condensate water
collects in the drain pan at the bottom of the refrigerator so a cracked or overflowing drain pan
can also cause water to drip on the floor behind the refrigerator. Check the drain pan for cracks
and clean out any foreign objects that may be inside the drain pan. Excessive frost caused by a
leaking door seal can also cause the defrost drain pan to overflow. Check the door gaskets and
replace them if damaged. Sears PartsDirect carries genuine GE replacement filters that remove
99 percent of lead from the refrigerator's water supply. GE water filters also remove chlorine,
cysts, herbicides, pesticides and sediment. We make it easy for you to find the replacement
parts you need. Look up part on our convenient parts list diagram for your GE refrigerator and
get your repair done quickly. GE refrigerator repair and replacement parts GE is famous for its
appliances, including its refrigerators. GE refrigerator accessories. Shop parts. GE JN
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Craftsman table saw parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. Thermistors are made up of metallic
oxides combined with binders and stabilizers pressed into various shapes. The precise ratio of
the combined materials dictate their resistance and temperature curve. It is important to note
that thermistors rarely, if ever, fail completely. Instead their resistance parameters may degrade
over time. This degradation at F holds true especially for cheap counterfeits difficult to test at
this temperature. The purpose of this section is to show you some key refrigerator and freezer
components. For specific parts, please refer to each compartment sections. Check the
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